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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, anti- matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) therapy has attracted the scientific community and a number of
natural compounds have been reported daily as MMP inhibitors. MMP-26 is uniquely expressed in uterus and
placenta during normal embryogenesis but, scarcely in other tissues. The recent reports suggest that elevated MMP
26 expression often encountered at onset and subsequent stages of ovarian, endometrial, lung, brain, head and neck
cancers. On the other hand, seaweeds have showed inhibition almost against all types of cancer due to their
distinctive ingredients. On this back ground, this study aimed to analyse the seaweed bioactive molecules as MMP26 inhibitors using in silico methods. MMP 26 structure was modeled, evaluated and then docked using Autodock
4.0 software against 47 anti- cancerous seaweed metabolites based on the recent literatures. Curcumin was used as a
standard positive control because of its anticancer properties. The toxicity and pharmacokinetics of the ligands were
evaluated by LipinskiFilter and OSIRIS property explorer. The marine metabolites ajimolacetate, digalactosyldiacyl
glyceral, sargachromanol D, sargachromanol E and ceramide are having least binding energy with MMP-26. All the
ligands were binding with MMP-26 except α- linoleic acid and arachinoic acid. Among the ligand compounds, 11
are obeying the Lipinski’s rule and only one compound is having higher drug score than curcumin. Chromene was
identified as a drug lead against cancer and the structural optimization of sargachromanol D, sargachromanol E,
dolabellatrinol, 8-bromocharnigral-1,11, palmitoeic acid, 2R3AS6S, dioxinodehydroeckol, chromene, N-acetyl
cysteine and alpha linolenic acid can be the therapeutic agent.

1. INTRODUCTION
The natural compounds altered the interest of
scientific community since last three decades due
to high complex mechanisms in multiple signaling
pathways. Previous studies have revealed that 47%
of chemotherapeutic drugs are directly obtained
from natural sources and additionally 26% are
derivatives or mimics natural products semi-

synthetically [1]. Their structural diversity makes
them as effective pharmacological candidates and
the virtual screening protocols enable them to be
harnessed efficiently in a simple manner.
The matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are zinc
dependent endopeptidases which play a major role
in tissue remodeling during morphogenesis, wound
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healing, angiogenesis and apoptosis. Also these
enzymes have been implicated in various
pathological conditions such as rheumatoid
arthritis, tumor invasion, tumor metastasis and
cardiac rupture following infarction. Their
activities are magnified on tumorigenesis and their
inhibition lead to mightier intervention for
anticancer drugs in current era [2-6]. Many
natural compounds have been reported to inhibit
different MMPs. Natural compounds tend to have
well-defined three-dimensional structures, fitting
disease targets which are conserved across species
and resulting in fewer or lesser adverse side effects
[7-8] than the synthetic ones [9].
MMP-26 is a specific and fascinating drug target
for cancer biologists since its expression limited to
uterus, placenta and embryogenesis normally. The

drug focused on malignancy and or metastasis
inhibition [10, 11]. Though MMP- 26 has been
regulated by breast cancer inducible genes [12], so
far there are no direct studies on the inhibitory
effects of seaweed metabolites on MMP 26.
Docking is the computational approach used to
predict the binding orientation of small molecules
to the protein targets. It predicts the affinity and
activity of small molecules and is widely used in
hit identification and lead optimization [13]. In this
study, we have docked modeled structure of
MMP-26 against the anti-cancerous seaweed
metabolites in order to find out the novel MMP –
26 inhibitors from seaweeds. Further, their toxicity
was also checked for aiding of drug discovery
program. The overall idea of the work is
graphically represented in figure 1.

over-expression at elevated level usually is
encrusted in carcinogenesis including ovarian,
endometrial, lung, brain, head and neck cancer.
Recent studies reported that MMP-26 can be
regulated via Wnt signaling molecules such as
estrogen responsive element (ERC), T-cell factor 4
(TCF7LR), β-catenin and activation protein-1.
Moreover, MMP-26 activates MMP-9 by cleaving
its Ala93, Met94 residues. This cleavage advances
the malignancy to metastatis stage due to
prolongation type IV collagen. Thus, the MMP-26
inhibiting compounds could be a multiple target

Figure 1.
Aim of the study is represented in the
Figure. Though the seaweed metabolites have been
recorded as excellent inhibitors of various cancers
specially breast cancer, their effect on MMP-26 has not
been studied so far. In this study we have modeled
MMP- 26, analyzed and docked with marine
compounds.
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Curcumin (diferuloylmethane) derived from
Curcuma longa is a nontoxic and has a variety of
therapeutic properties including anti-oxidant,
analgesic, anti-inflammatory and antiseptic
activity. More recently curcumin has been found to
possess anti-cancer activities via its effect on a
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variety of biological pathways involved in
mutagenesis, oncogene expression, cell cycle
regulation,
apoptosis,
tumorigenesis
and
metastasis. Curcumin has shown anti-proliferative
effect in multiple cancers and is an inhibitor of the
transcription factor NF-κB and downstream gene
products including c-myc, Bcl-2, COX-2, NOS,
Cyclin D1, TNF-α, interleukins and MMP-9 [14].
Based on this, curcumin was used as the in silico
standard in this study.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Marine metabolites collection
The seaweed metabolites were selected by means
of wide occurrence in particular genes/ family
effectiveness and broad spectacular activity
against cancer types. Recent literatures for ligands
were carefully surveyed and their structures were
retrieved from public bioassay information
systems such as Pubchem [15], ChemSpider [16]
and seaweed metabolite database [17].
2.2 MMP-26 structure modeling
As there is no determined structure for MMP-26,
the respective protein sequence was retrieved from
Prosite database. The homologous sequences
obtained from HHpred homology detection server
[18] were used as templates in Easy Modeler 4.0
[19] to predict the structure. The modeled MMP
26 structure was further optimized using Yasara
energy minimization server [20] and phi-psi
torsion angles were checked by Ramachandran
plot (Figure 2) using RAMPAGE [21].
2.3 Docking and Visualization
Structure based lead optimization approach plays a
major role in drug discovery process. Autodock is
an exhaustive search method for flexible ligand
docking [22]. The ligands were placed on the
binding site and energetically favorable rotations
were created. For each rotation, torsions in
breadth-first order are constructed and for those
poses that survive the torsion search were scored.
The N-lowest energy poses were retained and the
final set of poses undergoes coarse minimization,
re-clustering and ranking.
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2.4 Toxicity screening
The collected ligand compounds were screened for
Lipinski’s
rule
using
LipinskiFilter
(http://www.scfbio-iitd.res.in/software/utility/
LipinskiFilters.jsp). The molecules which are
having the hydrogen donors ≤ 5, hydrogen bond
acceptor ≤ 10, molecular mass ≤ 500 doltons and
logP ≤ 5 are likely to obey Lipinski’s rule. Log P
value
indicate
the
drug
candidate’s
hydrophobicity. Better logP value the better
circulating duration in blood stream. Meanwhile
the higher logP value denotes the delayed
excretion. For the optimal drug candidate desirable
log P for particular compound is 4 <log P> 5. The
bioactivities of the biologically significant ligands
were predicted by OSIRIS Property Explorer
(http://www.organicchemistry.org/prog/peo/). The
calculations were originally optimized on training
sets of more than 5000 compounds with measured
logP values and more than 2000 compounds with
measured logs values and the drug score ranges
between 0 and 1.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Seaweed anti-cancerous compounds were retrieved
from public databases based on the research
literatures through PubMed and are 48 in total viz
(1) amijiolacetate, (2) (1R,2R,3R,9aR)-2-bromo1,4,7,9a-tetramethyl-2,3,5,6,9,9a-hexahydro-1Hbenzo[7] annulen3-ol, (3) digalactosyldiacyl
glyceral,
(4)
sargachromanol
D,
(5)
sargachromanol E, (6) ceramide, (7) (21α)-21hydroxythyrsiferol, (8) deoxyparguerol, (9) 1-(1,3dimethyl-2-methylene-cyclopentyl)-4-methylbenzene, (10) 15-bromo-7,16-dihydroxy-3,19cyclopimar-9(11)-en-2-yl
acetate,
(11)
dichotenone-B,
(12)
desmoterol,
(13)
deoxyparguerol-7-acetate,
(14)
bromo
sesquiterpene, (15) astaxanthin, (16) isoparguerol7,16-diacetate, (17) neoxanthin, (18) cuparene
sesquiterpene,
(19)
dolabellatrienol,
(20)
curcumin, (21) isoparguerol-16-acetate, (22) 5,5'dibromo-3-[(1R,5S)-1,2-dimethylbicyclo [3.1.0]
hex-2-yl]-3'-[(5R)-1,2dimethylbicyclo [3.1.0] hex2-yl]-6,6'dimethylbiphenyl-2,2'-diol,
(23)
8-
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bromocharnigra-l,11, (24) isoparguerol, (25)
violaxanthin, (26) 1-(3',5'-Dihydroxy phenoxy)-7(2'',4'',6-trihydroxyphenoxy)-2,4,9-trihydroxy
dibenzo-1,4-dioxin, (27) fucoxanthinol, (28)
iodinated sesquiterpene, (29) siphonoxanthine,
(30) dichotenone-A, (31) 2,3,6- tribromo.4,5dihydroxybenzyl methyl ether (TDB), (32)
palmitoleic acid, (33) loliolide, (34) bromo
sesquiterpene phenol, (35) parguerol-7,16diacetate, (36) 1-3,5 dihydroxyphenoxy, (37)
parguerol-16-acetate, (38) 2R3AS6S, (39)
(6S,7aR)-6-hydroxy-4,4,7a-trimethyl-5,6,7,7atetrahydro-1-benzofuran-2(4H)-one, (40) 2,3,4,6 –
tetrabromoindole,
(41)
1-methyl-2,3,6tribromoindole, (42) dioxinodehydroeckol, (43)
chromene, (44) fucodiphlorethol G (45) N-acetyl
cysteine, (46) oxysterol, (47) alpha linolenic acid
and (48) arachidonic acid.
The 3D-structure of MMP-26 protein was modeled
using Easy Modeller 4.0 using the templates with
PDB id 1CK7, 1EAK and 1SLM. The stereo
chemical quality and accuracy of the protein
model was evaluated by Ramachandran Map. The
results showed that 91.9% in favored region, 5.0%
in allowed region and 3.1% in outlier region
(Figure 2).

favored regions (91.9%). Light blue and light orange
represent allowed regions (5.0%).

So the modeled structure was optimized by energy
minimization technique. The active site of the
MMP-26 was identified by Q-siteFinder, totally 32
residues formed the binding site viz. PRO80,
HIS81, CYS82, GLY83, VAL84, GLN141,
VAL142, GLN143, ASN144, GLY145, ALA147,
ILE149, TYR200, ASN201, LEU202, LEU204,
VAL205, THR207, HIS208, GLU209, GLN222,
SER223, ILE225, MET226, TYR227, PRO228,
THR229, THR230, TRP231, TYR232, HIS233,
PHE238.

Figure. 3. Active site of MMP-26 as visualized in
PyMol software.

Figure. 2 . Ramachandran Map of modeled MMP- 26
by Rampage. Dark blue and dark orange indicate the
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Figure 3 represents the ball and stick model of the
structure and the active site was highlighted as
yellow in colour. The modeled MMP- 26 was
docked with seaweed metabolites. The standard
molecule used in this study was curcumin bonded
with ten residues of MMP 26. It made single
hydrogen bond with Asn 114 (1.761 Å length) of
the active site (Figure 4).
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overall, no of ligand molecules and their
corresponding interaction energy values are
graphically represented in figure 13.

Figure 4. Cucumin interacted with ten residues of
modeled MMP 26. It made single hydrogen bond with
Asn 114 (1.761 Å).

The lowest binding energy was obtained with
ajimolacetate, it interacts with six amino acids of
the receptor, but none of them were at active site.
These residues seemed to interact with other
bonds, except hydrogen bonds (Figure 5). Next to
this, biologically significant energy values which
are better than the binding energy of curcumin
were found in digalactosyldiacyl glyceral,
sargachromanol D, sargachromanol E and
ceramide. There are 13 residues were found to be
interacted with digalactosyldiacyl glycerol, 8 of
them were lying at active site. The ligand made
three hydrogen bonds with Tyr 232 and their bond
lengths are 1.651Å, 2.125Å and 1.807 Å
respectively (Figure 6).
Sargachromanol D
interacts with18 residues, of them 12 were at
active site (Figure 7). Sargachromanol E made
interactions with 14 residues and nine of them
were at active site of the protein. It made a single
hydrogen bond with Gln 141 and the bond length
is1.914 Å (Figure 8). Ceramide made steric
interaction with 10 residues, among them Trp 231,
Tyr 232 and Gln 141 were occurring at active site
of the protein (Figure 9). And rests of the
interactions are represented in figures 10-12. In
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Figure 5. Ajimalacetate made interaction with six
residues of the MMP 26. But, no hydrogen bond
formation

Figure 6. 13 residues were bound with digactosterol,
three of them lied at the active site.
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Figure 7. Totally 18 residues interacted with sargachromanol D, 12 of them were at active site

Figure 8. Sargachromanol E bound to 14 residues; nine of them were at active site.

Figure 9. Ceramide bound to ten residues of MMP 26, three were at active site.
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Figure 10. Binding of 21alpha-hydroxythyrsiferol docked to the modeled MMP 26. The ligand and interacting
residues are highlighted. The bond length is indicated in cyan.

Figure 11. Neoxanthin bonded with six residues of modeled MMP 26, without making any hydrogen bond.

Figure 12. Desmosterol interacted with maximum number of residues (17) and a single hydrogen bond.
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Figure. 13. Number of ligand molecules against interaction energy range.

The pharmacokinetic analysis reveals that besides
curcumin 10 seaweed metabolites includes
sargachromanol
D,
sargachromanol
E,
dolabellatrinol,
8-bromocharnigral-1,11,
palmitoeic acid, 2R3AS6S, dioxinodehydroeckol,
chromene, N-acetyl cysteine and alpha linolenic
acid are obeying Lipinski’s rule. The drug score of
chromene obtained from OSIRIS property explorer
is 0.73 which is higher than curcumin (0.4) where
as its binding energy is -7.76118.
The recent in vitro studies showed that α linoleic
acid negatively regulated the growth of cancer
cells, but did not show any effects on healthy cells.
In the present study, α linoleic acid (ALA) did not
show any docked pose with MMP 26 protein.
Simon et al., (2009) [23] reported that the ALA did
not show any effects on the various types of cancer
cells. This report could be compared to our
results, in such a way that ALA might not interact
the major proteins those act on cancer progression
as positive or negative regulators. Meanwhile, this
hypothesis need to be further clarified using
molecular level studies. Previous in vitro studies
reported that arachidoic acid had not found to
influence the cancer growth on positive or
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negative sides, especially breast and prostate
cancers [24-27]. Our docking results also showed
that arachidoic acid did not dock to the MMP 26
enzyme on in silico level.
4. CONCLUSION
Bioinformatics based screening methods are very
useful to reduce cost and time for effective drug
discovery, especially from natural origin. This
study
showed
that
ajimolacetate,
digalactosyldiacyl glyceral, sargachromanol D,
sargachromanol E and ceramide are the good
inhibitors of MMP-26. As the druglikeness score is
not feasible for these compounds, molecular
optimization is needed to use as drug. Though the
binding energy of chromene is higher than the
curcumin, as it is biologically significant and as it
is having good drug score, it can be a drug lead
against cancer.
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